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In a 1980 article entitled "The tone puzzle of Wobe," Thomas 
Bearth and Christa Link argue that only by positing phonemic 
contour tones can one account satisfactorily for the tone facts 
of Wobe, a western Kru language spoken in the Ivory Coast. In 
their analysis, they posit the features [Rise], [Fall], and 
[Concave] in addition to [High], [Low], and [Extreme]. In that 
their analysis abandons the assertion that surface glides can 
always be "de-composed" into sequences of underlying level 
tones, it represents an enrichment of phonological theory. 
The present account calls into question that enrichment, argu
ing not only that Bearth and Link's analysis obscures more in
sights than it captures but also that an analysis that uses on
ly level tones at the phonemic level succeeds where Bearth and 
Link's account fails. 

1. Introduction 

Wobe is a western Kru language spoken in the western Ivory Coast. 1 It is 

part of what Marchese [1979] terms "Ie conglom~rat krahn-gu~r~-wob~, .•. une s~

rie de dialectes qui appartiennent en fait a une seule langue." (p. 13) In 

their 1980 account of Wobe tone, Bearth and Link (henceforth B&L) argue for 

the existence of underlying contours. They use the features [Concave], [Fall], 

and [Rise] in addition to [High], [Low], and [Extreme], and they posit four-

teen tonemes. 

The following is B&L's feature chart (p. 182):2 

lWil1 Leben's contributions are central to this paper. Independently, he 
and I had arrived at similar analyses of the Wobe data. What appears here is 
fundamentally a synthesis of those analyses. I am very grateful to him for 
all his help. At the same time, the responsibility for any errors is mine. 
I am also grateful to Bruce Hayes and Ian Maddieson for their suggestions. 

2With six features, sixty-four tone combinations ought to be possible: 
B&L only posit fourteen. One might expect that the compensation (and justifi-
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High Extreme 

1 + + 

2 + 

3 

4 

31 + + 

32 + 

41 + + 

42 + 

43 

15 + + 

25 + 

35 

45 + 

435 

Low Concave 

+ + 

+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Fall 

+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Rise 

+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Their system has several curious features. Tone /4/ for example, is 

[+ Concave] yet is both [- Rise] and [- Fall] The only [+ Extreme] 

tones are ones with a "I" constituent ( /1, 31, 41, 15/ ) and /45/. Some 

of the tones (/41/ and /42/) are [+ High] and [+ Low]. Implicit in an 

acceptance of the possibility that tonemes can be simultaneously [+ High] and 

[+ Low] is the abandonment of the universal definition of [High] and [Low] 

That is, [High] and [Low) in Wobe (at least in B&L's analysis of Wobe) do 

not mean what they mean elsewhere. This is underlined by the fact that the 

feature value [+ High] can refer to either endpoint of a contour, but 

[+ Low] refers only to the beginning. Moreover, it appears to be the case 

that in B&L's analysis a toneme extends across a morpheme unless the toneme 

is [+ High) or /43/ 

This paper will argue that a straightforward four-level-tone analysis of 

Wobe obviates the ad hoc devices of B&L's account. This is not to say that the 

tone system of Wobe is free of idiosyncrasies. There are aspects of the Wobe 

cation) for an inefficient system like this would be its ability to make neat 
descriptive statements. In fact, that is not what obtains. 
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tone picture that appear to defy neat characterization. Nonetheless, overall, 

the Wobe system is one that lends itself nicely to a relatively "traditional" 

account. 

The analysis proposed here uses an autosegmental framework, but the analyt

ical framework is secondary. What is crucial is that contour tones are held 

to be underlyingly decomposable into sequences of level tones. 3 (Because the 

single most important aspect of this analysis is the claim that surface glides 

are underlyingly sequences of level tones, the analysis will be referred to as 

the "compositional" analysis.) 

The discussion is divided into three sections: the first discusses and re

analyzes falling tones and B&L's /4/ and /42/ tonemes; the second discusses 

rising tones; the third presents an alternative account to what B&L call com

pound-lowering. A four-level tone system is used, the features [High] and 

[Extreme] being employed in the following way:4 

3Another Kru language, Klao, has also been analyzed as having underlying 
contour tones. Elimelech [1974] argues that Klao (which he calls "Kru") has 
two contour tones and two level tones underlyingly. However, acoustical meas
urement of the speech of Elimelech's informant failed to confirm the phonetic 
data on which his analysis is based [Jean-Marie Hombert, p.c.]. Lightfoot 
[1974] is able to account for the facts of Klao without positing underlying 
contour tones; rather, she posits three underlying level tones. According to 
Lightfoot (who also calls the language "Kru"), there is frequently a disparity 
between the underlying and surface tonal representations of forms, but she mo
tivates melody-simplification and tone-spreading rules to account for this. 

4While the term [Extreme] comes from Maddieson [1970], neither this use of 
the feature nor B&L's conforms to Maddieson's use of it. Using the term as 
Maddieson intended it would yield, in the Wobe case, the following system: 

1 
2 
3 
4 

[High] 

+ 

[Low] 

+ 
+ 

[Extreme] 

+ 
In the compound-lowering discussed in section 4, there is something of a ten
dency for tones /1, 2, 3/ to group together to the exclusion of /4/. Thus, a 
case could be made for a system that uses the feature values proposed by Mad
dieson, particularly in light of [Maddieson 1971], where he discusses his tone 
features (including [Extreme]) from the perspective of markedness. Yip [1980] 
argues for the following feature system for Chinese: 
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High Extreme 

1 + + 

2 + 

3 

4 + 

2. Falling Tones and /4/ 

In this first section, the focus will be on morphemes of the form CV, 

but the conclusions drawn will extend to morphemes of all shapes. 

The only time that B&L use "5" is as the endpoint of a falling tone. 

They observe that a contrast exists in their system between /45/ and /4/ 

Converting 5's to 4's in their formalism would obscure the contrast be

tween these two. What B&L label /4/ is level prepausally but ends in a rise 

elsewhere; also, what they label as /45/ falls prepausally but is level else

where. B&L describe these tones, i.e. assign underlying pitch designations to 

them, on the basis of their behavior prepausally. It will be argued here that 

it is their non-prepausal behavior that provides the key to their phonological 

identity. Thus, B&L's /4/ is /42/ in the compositional analysis, i.e. not 

one toneme but two; their /45/ is here /4/ (and all other 5's are con

verted to 4's). 

Evidence for this re-analysis comes from many sources. To begin with, it 

is common for a final L to fall. Lavelle [1974], for example, describes its 

Register 

+ Upper 

- Upper 

Tone 

+ High 

- High 

+ High 

- High 

Yip's treatment of tone is autosegmental, and she places Register and Tone on 
separate tiers. She marshals diachronic and synchronic evidence for her sys
tem. Wobe differs both in its history and in its present state from Chinese 
in ways that seem to preclude adaptation of Yip's system to Wobe. For example, 
one of the advantages of Yip's system for Chinese is that it captures limita
tions on possible contours. However, B&L report six rising contours in Wobe; 
that is, all the rising contours that can occur in Wobe do occur. 
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occurrence in certain situations in Yoruba. The other falls (B&L's /15, 25, 

35, and 435/ ) have an endpoint that is "lower than 4" but, again, only in 

prepausal position. 5 What this suggests is that the low-level phonetic rule 

that causes 4 to be realized as a low fall prepausally applies to every 4 

not just to cases where 4 is the only tone for the morpheme. 

The compositional analysis claims that all of B&L's finalS's are actual-

ly 4's ,i.e. [~~~T] This may seem to create a sort of musical chairs ef-

fect, but it will be shown that this is not a true problem. That is, if, as 

proposed, B&L's /45/ is rewritten as /4/ and their /4/ is rewritten as 

/42/ , what happens to their /42/? In fact, in their extensive list of tone 

contrasts on short monosyllabic morphemes, B&L are unable to provide a mono

morphemic example of the toneme they identify as /42/. Their examples of it 

are always morphologically complex. This is, it is argued, not accidental; it 

is, instead, a consequence of the fact that what B&L call /4/ is actually 

/42/ thus, the /42/ slot is already taken. (The compositional analysis's 

/42/ , i.e. B&L's /4/, is realized with a rise non-prepausally. Application 

of a rule of rise truncation prevents the /2/ in the /42/ from being real

ized prepausally.6) 

Evidence from Wobe verbs and verb suffixes provides further support for 

the analysis offered here. To begin with, a verb paradigm provides evidence 

specifically for the "de-composability" of what is here called the /42/ melo

dy. There are seven possible tonal melodies for verb roots: 

5"In non-final position, the falling glide disappears, except for tone 25" 
(B&L, p. 166). 

6B&L present fifty mingograms as an appendix to their article. It is not 
clear from them whether a rule of prepausal rise-truncation would have greater 
generality than /42/ melodies. There is, to be sure, a case to be made for 
similar rules of truncation in other western Kru languages, e.g. Kroumen 
(cf. Thalmann (1980). As noted, B&L present no monomorphemic examples of 
their proposed /42/. The forms that they present with this melody are most 
often verbs to which the intransitivity suffix has been added. B&L do not pro
vide enough information to make it possible to determine what changes in the 
tonal melody occur when this suffix is added. They also do not illustrate by 
mingograms or discuss the phonetic differences between p5 4 (compositional 
analysis's p5 42 ) 'to look for' and pS42 'to look (intransitive)'. (Per
haps rise truncation applies only to morphologically non-complex /42/ forms.) 
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Compositional B&L 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

43 43 

42 4 

41 41 

34 35 

The roots taken by themselves provide some small support for the compositional 

analysis (owing to the greater symmetry of /43, 42, 41/ over B&L's /43, 4, 

41/ ). }!uch stronger support for it comes from a particular morphophonemic 

rule. After a falling-tone pronoun or a focussed subject, a /4/ tone is af

fixed to the left of the verb. (If the verb root is underlyingly /4/-initial, 

then there is no change in the root's tone melody.) Thus, a /1/ root is re

alized as /41/, a /3/ root as /43/. Crucially, a /2/ root is realized, 

following the prediction of the compositional analysis, as /42/ (B&L's /4/ ).7 

Verb suffixes provide further evidence that bears on the competing anal

yses. In one case, it can be shown to support the compositional analysis; in 

another, the evidence is inconclusive. When a verb suffix (consisting of a 

vowel) is attached, the final component of the tone melody of the root is cop

ied, i.e. Wobe exhibits the type of evidence that Leben [1971] draws from Men

de in support of the decomposability of contour tones. Thus, a /43/ root 

melody yields a [43-3] surface suffixed form, e.g. 

'buy' 'buy + declarative' 

The compositional analysis predicts that its /4/ tone would yield a [4-4] 

melody. A [4-4] melody is, in fact, what obtains: 

kwle 4 'stay' kwle 4[4 'stay + declarative' 

In B&L's analysis, the suffixed form of /kwle 4/ is [kwle45[45] Since 

they acknowledge the rule to be one of copying of the final tone (lithe ending 

7As a consequence of this rule, a /34/ root is realized as [4] ; some 
/43/ roots are realized as [4] while others are realized as [43]. 
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point") of the root, forms like this one are exceptional for them, but not 

for the compositional analysis. 
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Assuming the regularity of the copying rule, the compositional analysis 

predicts that when a verb root has the melody /42/, the suffixed form will 

be realized with a [42-2] melody. Inasmuch as in the B&L analysis the same 

root is posited as being /4/, the prediction that their analysis makes is 

that the suffixed form would have the melody [4-4] In fact, they report 

that the copied tone is a [3] . The evidence in this case, then, supports 

neither the compositional analysis nor B&L's.8 

Compound-lowering, presented fully in §4; poses a problem for the composi

tional analysis. This process in part requires that, if the final constituent 

is a short monosyllabic morpheme that begins with a /4/, the balance of that 

constituent's melody is lost, e.g. 

'porcupine' 

'dog' 

kwla 2 plT4 

kwl;)4 gbe4 

'bush porcupine' 

'village dog' 

This rule should therefore apply to /42/. B&L present only one example of 

8Comparative evidence also offers some support for the compositional anal
ysis. Consider, for example, the following forms from Wobe and the closely re
lated dialect of Guere (all data from B&L; see §3 for the consonant changes): 

Guere Wobe (compositional) Wobe (B&L) 

'year' z04 504 5045 

'mortar' do40 4 to 40 4 to40 45 

'cat' ju 4e 4 cu 4u4e 4 cu 4 u4e 45 

'thunder' ds 4 H,4 H: 45 

'cola' ye 4 jt 4 je 45 

'below' z3 42 53 42 53 4 

'chimp' gwe 42 kwe 42 kwe 4 

'fork' gba 42 gba 42 gba 4 

'buffalo' di 4 i 2 ti42 ti4 

Note that the tone patterns posited for Wobe in the compositional analysis are, 
in every case, identical to those found in Guere. Tone melodies of individual 
pairs are often identical for the two languages (or dialects). It is hardly 
surprising that they are identical here as well. 
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this, and it fails to undergo the rule: 

B&L Compositional 

sro42 sro 4 'pile' 

kw~I~34 sro42 

[*kw~I~34 sro4 ] 

kw~IE35 sro4 'pile of peanuts' 

In B&L's account, this form provides neither evidence nor counterevidence, 

but it is counterevidence to the compositional claim that /42/ parallels 

/41/ and /43/. 9 In longer words, on the other hand,. there is no evidence 

of exceptional behavior for /42/ forms. 

The compound-lowering process has other exceptions to it. In the composi

tional analysis, the failure of short monosyllabic /42/ forms to undergo it 

counts as an added exception. While this fact may be adduced as evidence 

against the compositional analysis proposed here, the force of all the evi

dence, when taken together, remains clear: there is no justification for in

voking a fifth tone that is "extra-low". Falling tones can be characterized 

as being decomposable with /4/ as their final constituent. B&L's /45/ can 

be rewritten as /4/, their /4/, which they acknowledge as being rising ev

erywhere except prepausally, as /42/. 

3. Rising Tones 

The only difference between B&L's analysis and the one proposed here in 

the assignment of underlying melodies involves those discussed above. Melo

dies cited subsequently will be those of the compositional analysis except 

where noted. Thus, for example, when /4/ is referred to, it is the composi

tional /4/, not the B&L /4/ 

In a four-tone system, six rises are possible: 21, 31, 32, 41, 42, 43 . 

The /21/ melody is associated with CV 2 forms but not with CV forms. Apart 

from that, there are no restrictions on distribution. 

9That /42/ here behaves differently from /41/ and 
non-prepausal /24/ behaves differently from /14/ and 
cur in the same position (cf. fn. 5) would provide a bit 
ture system al3ng the lines proposed by Yip in that such 
together 1 and 3 to the exclusion of 2. 

/43/ and that a 
/34/ when they oc

of support for a fea
a system would group 
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In CV 2 forms the relationship of vowel to tone follows from the Well-Form

edness Condition as set out in Goldsmith [1976) and from a straightforward 

mapping, starting from the left, of one tone to one vowel in all cases when 

the first tone is a /2/ or a /3/ and in some--but not all--cases when it 

is a /4/, e.g. 

/bai/ [ ba i ] 'shirt' /poo/ [pooJ 'open shed' 

/ 21/ H / 31/ H 
/paa/ [ paa ] 'manioc' but /poo/ [pooJ 'owl' 

/ 41/ 
I I 

/ 43/ £j 41 

The following discussion presents a historical account (drawn from B&L) of how 

exceptional forms entered the language and then proposes a language-specific 

adjustment of the mapping principles. 

In Krahn and Guere, patts of "Ie conglomerat krahn-guere-wobe", and in the 

related languages Bassa and Dewoin, links have been noted between consonant 

type and tone (see Tisher [1979) for Krahn, B&L for Guere, Hobley [1964) for 

Bassa, and Welmers [1975] for Dewoin). In general, the consonant inventories 

can be divided into voiceless, voiced, and implosive. Note that while the im

plosive consonants are voiced as well, the term "voiced consonant" here refers 

to non-implosive consonants only. Though there are exceptions, the usual pat

tern is that a voiced consonant in these languages lowers the onset of the fol

lowing tone. In the case of Wobe, this is no longer true. B&L make a strong 

case for a scenario in which the following has happened in Wobe: 

a. the phonetic process that lowers the onset of a tone following a 
voiced consonant became phonologized; 

b. voiced consonants became voiceless, e.g., Proto Guere-Wobe /*dVT/ 
became Itv4T / (where T represents any tone) as a consequence of 
the steps outlined in (a) and (b); 

c. implosive consonants became voiced (non-implosive) consonants. 

As B&L note, there are some exceptions to their generalization: /gb/, for ex

ample, seems not to have become /kp/ (there are no /kpv4 (T)/ words in con

temporary Wobe). 

Given this scenario, it is those forms that have undergone the shifts de-
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scribed in (a) and (b) and that have the shape CV2 that violate the principle 

of one-to-one mapping of tone to vowel: 

/koo/ 

/ 42/ 

[ koo ] , not 

£i 
[*kooJ 

H 
cf. Guere [goo] 

V 
'sparrow hawk' 

In order to accommodate forms of this sort in the present analysis, two steps 

must be taken. The first is to associate lexically the /4/ tone to the 

first vowel of the form, e.g. 

/koo/ 

/ J2/ 
'sparrow hawk' 'canoe' 

(Apparently, the only CV 2 forms that violate a straightforward one-to-one map

ping are the ones that have undergone the shift. It is only these forms that 

get lexical associations. 10) The second step is to set up mapping principles 

of the following sort: l1 

10Because CV forms that have undergone the shift historically do not cre
ate any problem for a one-to-one mapping procedure, they have not been assign
ed lexical associations. Were they assigned them, no change would obtain on 
the surface, so the question is not a critical one. The use of lexical asso
ciations, proposed in Leben [1978] and argued against in Singler [1980], can 
be avoided in Wobe if a diacritic, [+ Low Tone], is attached to the consonant 
responsible for the introduction of the initial low tone. Then, after tone-
mapping, a rule would convert C V 1 to C)\IV Employing this solution 

[+LT) \ 4T 

renders unnecessary any special association convention. I leave in abeyance 
the question of whether the use of a diacritic is preferable to the use of 
lexical associations. 

lIThe mapping principle and the Well-Formedness Condition are sufficient 
to yield most of the surface forms. In the case of some CV2 forms ending with 
a falling contour, however, an added rule of tone spread is needed: 

C V V (V) 

(4('T )/ 

-+ C V (V) V 
~ 

(4) T 4 

This rule is a late rule, applying after the compound-lowering rules described 
in § 4. For some falling contours, B&L posit an intervening tone, e.g. 
/134/ (/135/ in their terms). The mingo grams presented as an appendix to 
their article fail to demonstrate conclusively the presence of such a tone. 
B&L present no mingo grams of what they label C)\ V As a consequence, no 

3 t;} f's 
comments about them are possible. 
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a. Associate the first unassociated tone with the first syllable, the 
second with the second, and so on, until all tones or syllables are 
exhausted. 

b. Tones or syllables not associated as a result of (a) are subject to 
the Well-Formedness Condition. 

Some illustrations of the mapping principles are the following: 

(a) 
hao/ ~ [ kao ] 

/ 421 H 
'palm tree' 

(a) (b) 

Ikrl ~ 

kt~ 
~ [ kHJ 

/ 21 

'hard mat' 

(a) (b) 
Ikaol -+ kao -+ [ kao ] 

{{4 
I II 

11341 134 
'spring' 

4. Compound-Lowering 

69 

One of B&L's claims is that the feature system they devised is better able 

to account for compound-lowering in Wobe. It will be a fair test of the analy

sis proposed here to see if it can succeed in capturing the basis of compound

lowering more directly and more succinctly, even though B&L apparently created 

theirs to address this particular set of facts. In Wobe compound-lowering, a 

single underlying tendency effects various changes in surface forms, although 

the surface manifestations of compound-lowering defy simple characterization. 

Still, it is a compositional analysis that seems best able to capture the 

available generalizations. 

"Compound-lowering" is the set of phonological operations by which the tone 

melody of part or all of the final constituent of a compound is lowered. There 

are two types of lowering: one affects only the tones of the first vowel of 

the constituent (assuming that the mapping of tones to vowels has already oc

curred before compound-lowering applies). 

With regard to the first vowel, compound-lowering accomplishes the follow-

ing: 

a. It lowers the level tone or the first part of a falling tone to a 3, 

e.g. 
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[ Sb~ ] 

24 
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'pigeon' [sraa pau J 
11 H 

'pigeon for sacrifice' 

'paper' 'school book' 

b. A tone that undergoes the lowering described in (a) is lowered still 
further when a 4 is the tone of the final vowel of the previous 
constituent, e.g. 

[de I ] 

H 
c. When 

[4T] 

[p I Tl 
A-
41 

'friend' [kwl;) del] 

! H 
'village friend' 

the first vowel of the final constituent has the tone pattern 
, the pattern is changed to [4], e.g. 

'porcupine' 'bush porcupine' 

The rules that bring about these changes are RULES la-c below respective-

ly. In every case, the V 

stituent of a compound. 

in question is the first vowel of the final con-

RULE la 

{ +HI} 
-EXT -+ 

[ -HI ] 
-EXT 

RULE lb 

[-HI] -7 [+EXTj / 

A 

RULE lc 

[ -HI] [+EXT] / 

The A in the structural description of RULE lb refers to the preceding con

stituent of the compound. 

Because the three rules are all manifestations of a single phenomenon and 

because their structural descriptions largely overlap, it is appropriate to 

collapse them into a single rule. 



RULE 112 

{ +HI } 
-EXT 

-+ [ -HI ] 
<+EXT> 

c 
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/ 

Condition: if a or b , then c 

71 

As has been noted, the changes accomplished by this rule affect only the 

initial vowel of the final constituent of a compound. In addition, two very 

simple rules affect the melody of the entire constituent. These must be order

ed to follow RULE 1. The first changes a level 3 melody to a fall: 

RULE 2 
0-+4 / 3 

(A and B refer to elements of a compound.) 

The following examples illustrate the operation of these rules: 

[ bJ 'slice' tae b (1) 
tu f1 (2) 

[ ttl bJ 'piece of cloth' -+ -+ 

1 H 1 t4 
[P::l::l ] 'ladle' plee P::l::l 

(2) 
[p I Y P1{ ] 'ladle for sale' 

1 ~ ¥ 
-+ 

The second rule that affects the entire melody of the final constituent 

flattens out contours, removing all non-4 tones when the first and last tones 

are 4's: 

12Us ing the feature values proposed by Maddieson [1970, 1971] and discuss
ed in fn. 4 would simplify the rule somewhat. That is, when /4/ is the sole 
[+Extremel segment, RULE I can be restated thus: 

[-EXT] -+ [+LO ] 
<+EXT> 

c 
/ 

v 

<+EX~EXT1) 

Condition: If a or b , then c • 
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RULE 3 
4 

RULE 3 is illustrated in the following example: 

'spring' (1) 
-+ kwl;) kao 

1 lh 
(3) 
-+ [ kw I;) kaoJ 

1 ~ 
'village 

spring' 

Compound-lowering does not apply to every form in the language. RULE l's 

structural description excludes forms that begin with v 

f{~} 
In a few cases, it is necessary to mark forms lexically as being exceptions to 

a rule. RULE 1 does not apply to a final constituent having the underlying 

form /CVV/ , but it does affect one with the underlying form /CVV/ , e. g. 13 

/ 31/ / 32/ 

r dao 1 'smoke' 
kw II dn (1) 

[kWII dn J 'smoke from the village' 

1r -+ 

[ s i i J 
H 

'grass' iI su i) [iI S H ] 'road grass' 

Also, as noted at the end of §2, a short monosyllabic form with the melody 

/42/ must be marked as an exception to RULE 1. Longer words with this melody 

are not exceptional in their behavior, e.g. 

'machete' 'village machete' 

13The same type of idiosyncratic behavior that characterizes C 

r {h 
forms with regard to compound-lowering may also characterize 
second vowel is linked to a /3/. In particular, the forms 

CVV forms whose 
[dp] 'elephant' 

and [poo] 'owl' present problems that can only be resolved by further inves-
N 

. . 43 
t~gat~on. In the first case, the situation is muddled by the possibility of a 
typographical error in B&L, p. 174. 
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Apart from these exceptions, the fact that CV and CX and CVV forms do 
II 11 31 32 

not undergo any of the compound-lowering rules but 
cn 

forms do illustrates 

the quirky distribution of compound-lowering. That is not, however, a fact 

about any particular analysis, but rather a fact about compound-lowering. 

At any rate, the analysis presented here displays a simplicity lacking in 

B&L's analysis, a fact immediately evident from comparison of their rules for 

compound-lowering with RULES 1-3 above. The feature values referred to are 

those in the chart given at the beginning of this article: 

B&L's P j : 

t rHigh

] 

[-concave 1 aLow 
/ + C ~ 

aLow +Fall 
-Rise 

(V) (V) I 
B 

B&L's P2 : 

r -High 1 
[+LOW ] l-LOW [+Low] / +F~ll + C +Fall 

~ 

-Rise -Rlse 
A 

(V) (V) 1 
B 

B&L's P 3: 

V2 
1 

r [+Fall] } 
[-High 1 [ -High 1 b) [-High] ->- aLow 

/ + C aLow +Fall 
c) <+High> -Rise +Fall 

-Rise 
B 

5. Conclusions 

Despite B&L's claim that the complexities of Wobe tone require the intro

duction of underlying contour tones and the positing of fourteen tonemes, a 

compositional analysis can express the same facts--and can express them with 

greater simplicity and greater insight. In the compositional analysis present

ed here, non-prepausal (rather than prepausal) representations of tone pat

terns were held to be better indications of their underlying character. 
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Though there is no reason to select the forms as they appear in one environ

ment over the way they appear in another a priori, evidence from verbs, partic

ularly verb roots, provided confirmation of the preferability of the composi

tional analysis. 

Once the adjustment of these tone patterns was made, the particulars of a 

compositional account of Wobe were set out. Because of the historical effect 

of some "depressor" consonants, it was necessary to posit lexical associations 

for a particular type of form and to make a related adjustment in the mapping 

principle of first tone to first vowel (or, alternatively, to employ a diacrit

ic rather than lexical associations). Once that was done, the only things 

needed to solve the tone puzzle of Wobe were four level tones, the Well-Formed

ness Condition, tone-mapping principles, and some unremarkable tone-spreading 

rules. 

The compositional treatment of the morphophonemic process of "compound

lowering" provides an indication of the ability of such an analysis to account 

for the facts of Wobe. Thus, B&L's arguments to the contrary, while the pos

sibility remains that there are languages for which underlying contour tones 

must be posited, Wobe is not such a language. 
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